Complaint about article in the American Journal of Physics

Gay B. Stewart <gstewart@uark.edu>  
To: David Roemer <davidmihjng@gmail.com>  
Wed, Feb 8, 2012 at 3:15 PM

Beth, any thoughts on how i should reply

Gay Stewart  
Department of Physics, University of Arkansas  
Phone: (479) 575-2408 Fax: (479) 575-4580  
http://www.uark.edu/depts/physinfo  
Director, Arkansas Site: Physics Teacher Education Coalition  
Director, Arkansas Site: Preparing Future Physics Faculty  
PI, Arkansas Site: Robert Noyce Scholarship Program for Mathematics, Science  
and Engineering K-12 Teachers  
PI, College Ready in Math and Physics Partnership  
UA Alumni Association 2007 Teacher of the Year  
Outstanding Adviser (UA) 2006, (Fulbright) 1998  
"Next week there can't be any crisis. My schedule is already full.” – Henry Kissinger

From: David Roemer [davidmihjng@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 11:21 AM  
To: Gay B. Stewart  
Subject: Fwd: Complaint about article in the American Journal of Physics
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